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The Battle for Your Digital Media Devices
MAJOR ENTERTAINMENT COMPANIES WANT TO LOCK UP THE AUDIO AND VIDEO 
CONTENT YOU OWN AND TAKE AWAY YOUR RIGHTS

You should be able to make personal use of your 
media however, whenever, and wherever you 
want. Great gizmos make that possible, allowing 
you to back-up music and movies, record your 
favorite shows, put your entire collection on 
a portable player, and access it remotely over 
the Internet. But Hollywood and the recording 
industry have never welcomed innovative 
technologies that help you get more from your 
media. They want control of your digital media 
devices, hoping to take away your fair use rights 
and sell them back to you.

Despite the entertainment industry’s relentless efforts, EFF and informed consumers 
have recently triumphed against clumsy digital rights management (DRM) technologies. 
When Microsoft threatened to pull the plug on DRM servers and make MSN Music 
purchases into unplayable data bricks, EFF aired demands on behalf of consumers in an 
open letter. Microsoft blinked and decided delay turning off its DRM servers for a few 
more years. And in a bellwether moment, the last major label ceased requiring DRM for 
music downloads last year.

The wane of DRM on music files is one victory, but major entertainment companies are 
as focused as ever in their efforts to control new technology. In government discussions 
at every level, they aim to create copyright cops everywhere and strive to veto exciting 
new uses that may upset their existing business models. Remember, if Disney could 
have forced Sony to redesign the VCR in 1976, it would have (it sued that year to block 
the Betamax, after all). 

Learn more about what EFF is doing to defend your digital rights:
www.eff.org/issues/drm
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